Utilization of the Turbett Sterilization POD Increases SPD and OR Efficiency
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Methods

Background
- Considering the cost of time in the operating room, efficiency is vital
to maximize productivity and cost effectiveness.
- Setting is the Department of Defense’s Level 1 Trauma Center
- An average of 39 minutes to turn over an OR room between total
joint cases.
- Average of 12 holes in wrapped sets per month.
- An average of 24 minutes to open instrumentation for a total joint
case.
- A total joint case requires 4 OR staff to open 12 or more surgical sets
for the procedure.
- A total joint procedure generates roughly 4-5 large bags of surgical
waste.

- Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) Model was used to guide the project
- A time motion study was used in the operating room to assess the
average time to open 12 or more sets for a total joint case using the
traditional method.
- A second time motion study measured the time it took staff to
process a Turbett Sterilization Pod for a total joint procedure vs the
standard wrapping and processing.

Purpose
- Using the Turbett Sterilization Pod, our goal was to reduce the
amount of time required to open total joint surgical sets as well as
increase SPD efficiency in processing sets for total joint procedures.
This project also aimed to reduce turn-over times between surgical
cases, and decrease environmental burden through waste reduction.
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- The use of the Turbett Sterilization POD improved the following
processes:
v Reduced average turn-over time per case.
v Decreased OR set-up time by 94%.
v Reduced the amount of staff needed to open a total joint procedure.
v Reduced the amount of holes in wrapped sets to zero there by
reducing delays in the OR.
v 50% reduction in surgical waste.
v Increased time to inspect instruments for bio-burden and conduct
quality checks.

Conclusions
Utilization of the Turbett POD to sterilize surgical instrument sets
reduces the time spent packaging instrumentation in the sterile
processing department (SPD) and significantly condenses the time it
takes to set up a surgical case in the OR. The time saved in SPD
allows SPD more time to check for bioburden, conduct quality checks
on instrument sets, and process additional instrument sets. The time
saved in the OR has increased OR utilization and created open space
for additional cases.
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